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Abstract. With the emergence of a variety of pension service institutions, how to choose a suitable institution has become
a strategic decision-making problem faced by pension service demanders. To solve this problem, this study identifies key
evaluation criteria of pension service institutions through the analysis of the relevant literature. Then, this study proposes
a mixed aggregation by comprehensive normalization technique (MACONT) with a personalized quantifier to select pension service institutions, where the personalized qualifier with cubic spline interpolation is used to derive the position
weights of criteria, and the MACONT is improved to determine the ranking of alternatives. A case study about the selection of pension service institutions is provided to verify the feasibility of the proposed model. It is found that the proposed
method is effective in dealing with heterogeneous evaluation information, and the personalized quantifiers can be combined with MACONT methods to obtain an optimal solution associated with the attitude of pension service demanders.
The identified key evaluation criteria are not only significant for pension service demanders, but also conducive to the
further improvement of property management related to pension services.
Keywords: multi-criteria decision making, pension service evaluation, personalized quantifier, cubic spline interpolation,
MACONT method, probabilistic linguistic term set.

Introduction
As reported by the World Health Organization, the proportion of the world’s population over the age of 60 is expected to increase from 12% to 22% in 2015–20501. With
the rapid growth of the global aging population, the demand for pension services has become increasingly prominent (Shao et al., 2021). This phenomenon is obvious in
China, which has the largest aging population in the world.
To meet the urgent needs for pension services, the number and scale of pension service institutions have increased
significantly (Yuan et al., 2019). However, there is a big gap
in the construction level of pension service institutions. To
adapt to the trend of China’s aging population, implement
the strategy of actively responding to the aging population,
and improve the living conditions of the elderly, China has
put forward relevant regulations on the location and layout
of residential buildings for the elderly, road traffic, site facilities, green landscape, public space, inner space, etc2. The
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introduction of this national standard promotes the overall
improvement of the construction level of pension service
institutions. In this scenario, how to choose an appropriate
pension service institution becomes a strategic decisionmaking problem faced by pension service demanders. They
need to make a trade-off towards the cost, environment,
facilities, service quality and operation management efficiency of different pension service institutions. This study
is devoted to introducing a multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) model to evaluate pension service institutions
and select the most suitable one.
The above MCDM problem involves the evaluations
of multiple institutions under various criteria. At present,
the research on the evaluation criteria of pension service
institutions has been developed (Wang, 2020; Shao et al.,
2020, 2021), but these studies involve a large number of
evaluation criteria, which may be complex for pension
service demanders. In this term, this study identifies key
evaluation criteria of pension service institutions through
the analysis of the relevant literature. On the one hand,
the determination of the evaluation criteria can provide
reference for pension service demanders in selecting the
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appropriate service institutions; On the other hand, it
provides reference for real estate enterprises to consider
the factors in the process of investment and construction
of pension service institutions. Moreover, with the rising
of the combination mode of property and pension, with
the key evaluation criteria of pension service institutions
as reference, property enterprises can improve the corresponding quality of pension service to enhance their property management level.
Considering that the evaluation criteria may be qualitative or quantitative, we need to use different evaluation
information expression tools. For quantitative criteria,
crisp values can be used as an expression tool to reflect
the objective performance of candidates since those values
can be measured easily. For qualitative criteria, linguistic
terms can be employed to express a decision-maker’s subjective and complex cognition towards the performance
of alternatives. Specifically, the probabilistic linguistic
term set (PLTS) (Pang et al., 2016) has been regarded as
a flexible and effective tool to express complex cognitive
information (Liao et al., 2020; Mi et al., 2020). Hence, this
study adopts crisp values and PLTSs to respectively express the evaluation information of quantitative and qualitative criteria. In addition, when processing the evaluation
information, the crisp values and PLTSs cannot be transformed to each other, but are processed according to the
distances between the performance of candidates under
each criterion. We propose a novel distance measure to
identify the distances between PLTSs.
When choosing pension service institutions, different
pension service demanders may hold different attitudes.
Specifically, some demanders may have a positive attitude,
that is, they have a high level of requirement for the performance of institutions under each criterion, while some
demanders may have a neutral attitude, that is, the performance of institutions under each criterion only needs
to meet the general level. Different attitudes of demanders
may lead to different decision-making results, and only
the results associated with the attitudes of demanders fit
the reality. Inspired by this idea, we use the personalized
quantifier with cubic spline interpolation (Wen et al.,
2021) to depict the attitude characteristics of demanders
and derive the position weights of criteria (regarding the
introduction of personalized quantifiers, please refer to
Section 1.2).
The position weights of criteria are often applied in
the ordered weighted aggregation (OWA) (Yager, 1988)
operator to get the ranking of alternatives. However, the
OWA operator only considers the compensation effect
among criteria but ignores the non-compensation effect
among criteria. The mixed aggregation by comprehensive
normalization technique (MACONT) (Wen et al., 2020)
is an MCDM method based on two aggregation operators
regarding the distances between alternatives. The combination of the two aggregation operators takes into account
the compensation and non-compensation effects between
criteria simultaneously. However, one of the aggregation
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operators used in the MACONT method is defective. In
this regard, this study proposes an improved MACONT
method, and combines this method with the personalized
quantifier to develop an enhanced MCDM model for pension service institution selection.
To sum up, this study is devoted to achieving the following innovative work:
a. We identify key criteria for pension service institution evaluation through the analysis of the relevant
literature, which provides reference for pension service demanders in selecting pension service institutions.
b. We adopt crisp values and PLTSs to respectively
express the evaluation information of quantitative
and qualitative criteria, which is more convenient
for practical application than using a single form of
information expression. A novel distance measure
of PLTSs is proposed to facilitate further analysis.
c. We improve the MACONT method and integrate
the personalized quantifier with cubic spline interpolation with the improved MACONT method. The
personalized quantifier is used to derive the position weights of criteria, while the enhanced MACONT method is used to determine the ranking of
alternatives.
d. We propose the procedure of the personalized
quantifier-based MACONT method and use it to
solve the decision-making problem of selecting
pension service institutions. The case study provides strategic decision-making insights for pension
service demanders.
The structure of this study is organized as follows: Section 1 briefly reviews the PLTS, personalized quantifier
with cubic spline interpolation, MACONT method and
evaluation criteria of pension services. Section 2 introduces a distance measurement approach between PLTSs,
and proposes the procedure of the personalized quantifier-based MACONT method. Section 3 gives a case study
to illustrate the applicability of the proposed method in
the evaluation and selection of pension service institutions. Section 4 makes sensitivity analysis and comparative analysis to emphasize the advantages of the proposed
method. The last section summarizes the work of this
study, explains the research limitations and explores future research directions.

1. Preliminaries
This section reviews the concept of PLTS and distance
measures between PLTSs. The personalized quantifier
with cubic spline interpolation and the MACONT method
is then introduced. Finally, we provide a literature review
on the evaluation criteria of pension service institutions.

1.1. Pension service and its evaluation criteria
Pension service refers to providing necessary life services
for the elderly to meet their basic needs of material life
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and spiritual life3. Compared with the general service, the
pension service has the following characteristics: 1) the
service objects are vulnerable groups, and the ability of
these groups towards service selection, influence and expression is weak; 2) the pension service has value orientation. Social service includes group value, social compensation, citizenship and others, while the pension service is
not only to meet the public needs, but also to solve social
problems, and thus is related to the dignity, fairness and
trust of service objects; 3) the pension service is a public
welfare, that is to say, for the elderly, the service should be
very convenient and free or cheap (Wang, 2020). Therefore, the performance evaluation of pension service is different from that of general services.
In the research of performance evaluation of pension
service, various evaluation criteria have been proposed.
Kane and Kane (1988) proposed that the service quality
of pension service institutions can be evaluated by six indicators, including cognitive ability, health impact, social
activities, self-care ability, physical function and satisfaction. Zhao and Fang (2016) established a service quality
evaluation model of pension institutions from five dimensions, including spiritual comfort service, medical
care service, help urgent service, cleaning service and
help meal service. Xu and Zhou (2019) measured the
service quality of community home endowment service
based on five evaluation dimensions in terms of infrastructure, living environment, daily life services, medical care services and spiritual comfort services. Ji et al.
(2020) constructed a performance evaluation system of
pension service, which includes seven dimensions such
as system specification, purchase investment, carrying
capacity, fairness, service quality, degree of satisfaction
and influence. Wang (2020) constructed a quality evaluation system of home endowment service from four dimensions of service content quality (life care, spiritual
care, cultural entertainment, social integration), service
process quality (hardware technology level, software specialization level, service personnel internal input level),
service result quality (satisfaction with various service
contents) and service influence quality (sustainability,
human nature and public welfare). Liang and Wang
(2020) evaluated the performance of community home
endowment service institutions from four aspects: fund
management (the source of funds, the use of funds, and
the supervision of funds), organization management
(file management, organization system management,
service personnel management, health and safety management), service object (service content, service facilities, service results, service efficiency), construction of
service personnel (stability, professionalism, quality and
attitude of service team). Shao et al. (2020) evaluated
the performance of social organizations participating in
community home endowment services from six aspects:
3

https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%85%BB%E8%80%81%E6
%9C%8D%E5%8A%A1/5079287?fr=aladdin

financial management (financial funds, donation funds,
other income and operating income), hardware facilities
(house nature, site area, number of beds, fixed assets),
service quality (service type, service quantity, customer
satisfaction and complaint quantity), team building (the
number of management personnel, service personnel,
social workers, volunteers and staff quality), organization
construction (financial system construction, post system
construction, security system construction, reward and
punishment system construction, service process construction, emergency disposal process construction,
complaint handling mechanism, opinion and suggestion
handling mechanism). Juan et al. (2021) selected the
most suitable campus for the transformation into a daily
care center for the aged based on the key factors of convenient transportation, medical opportunities, barrier
free space and ventilation. Based on literature analysis
and expert interviews, Shao et al. (2021) constructed a
performance evaluation system framework for pension
service institutions, which is composed of 33 indicators
from six dimensions of financial management (government funding, donated funding, other funding, overall
financial evaluation, operating income), hardware facilities (total amount of fixed assets, number of beds, size of
site, land use), team development (employee satisfaction
level, training management level, qualification management evaluation, number of other service personnel,
number of volunteers, number of social workers, number
of staff, number of administrative staff), service management (quality of other services, quality of basic services,
types of other services, types of basic services), organization management (degree of comments and suggestions
handing perfection, degree of complaint handing perfection, degree of emergency management perfection, degree of service process perfection, degree of reward and
punishment system perfection, degree of security system
perfection, reasonable degree of organizational structure,
degree of financial regulations perfection), and elderly
care recipients (number of complaints, elderly satisfaction, coverage of social services for the elderly, number
of old people served). According to the evaluation criteria in above-mentioned literature, this paper will extract
the key factors as the evaluation criteria of pension service institutions.

1.2. The MACONT method
The MACONT method (Wen et al., 2020), as a recentlyproposed MCDM method, integrates three linear normalization techniques and two mixed aggregation operators
to obtain a comprehensive solution. The three normalization techniques are linear sum-based normalization, linear
ratio-based normalization, and linear max-min normalization. The three types of normalized performance values
of each alternative over each criterion are combined by
introducing a parameter to obtain a comprehensive normalized value. The two mixed aggregation operators are
respectively inspired by the WASPAS method (Zavadskas
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Let Gij denote the distance between the evaluaet al., 2012) and MULTIMOORA method (Brauers & Zavadskas, 2010). One aggregation operator is a mixture of
tion information of the i-th alternative on the j-th
the arithmetic weighted aggregation operator and geometcriterion and the subjective expectation value of the
ric weighted aggregation operator, and the other is a mixj-th criterion provided by a decision-maker. The atture of the best performance and the worst performance
titudinal weight of each alternative can be derived by
n
m
n
2 )(
of alternatives under all criteria.
ηi =1/[(
(∑ j 1Gij 2 ))] . The personal∑ j 1Gij=
∑ i 11/
=
=
For an MCDM decision-making problem, the proceized quantifier with cubic spline interpolation, Q(x), can
dure of the MACONT method is described as follows:
be represented as:
Step 1. Construct a decision matrix according to the
γ
γ
i
i −1 3
=
Q(x ) m[ i −1 ( − x )3 + i (x −
) +
evaluation information of alternatives under different criteria.
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6
m
Step 2. Normalize the decision matrix by three linear
γi −1 i
γ
i −1
i −1
i
normalization techniques, and derive a comprehensive
(∑ k 1 η
)( − x ) + (∑ k 1 ηk − i 2 )(x −
)];
k −
=
=
2
m
m
m
m
6
6
normalized decision matrix.
Step 3. Set the average performance of alternatives
i −1 i
x ∈[
, ],
(1)
under all criteria as a reference alternative, and calculate
m m
the distance between each alternative and the reference
where the coefficients γi ( i = 1, 2, , m ) are calculated by
alternative.
2
0.5γi −1 + 2 γi + 0.5γ=
Step 4. Aggregate the distance values of alternatives
i +1 3m (ηi +1 − ηi ) , and γ 0 =γ m =0 .
The personalized quantifiers can be used to derive the
by two mixed aggregation operators, and deduce the ﬁnal
comprehensive scores to rank alternatives and determine
position weights of criteria in the OWA operator, shown
the optimal one. End.
as:
The MACONT method is helpful to reduce the deviaw=
(2)
j Q( j / n) − Q(( j − 1) / n) , for j = 1, 2, , n .
tion caused by single normalization technique. After establishing the reference alternative, the MACONT method
can comprehensively consider the good performance and
1.4. Probabilistic linguistic term set
bad performance of an alternative. In terms of aggregation
The linguistic term set consisting of ordered and finite
operators, the MACONT method takes into account the
linguistic terms is an effective tool to express the comcompensability and non-compensability among criteria.
plex and uncertain perceptions of decision-makers on
The parameters designed in the MACONT method can
candidate objects in a decision-making problem. Let a
enhance the flexibility of solving practical decision-makS {s α =
| α 0,1,2τ} where t is
linguistic term set be=
ing problems. Although this method has these advantages,
a
positive
integer.
Separate
linguistic
terms are usually
its applicability in fuzzy and uncertain decision-making
not
enough
to
reflect
the
hesitancy
of
decision-makers
environments remains to be investigated.
among several linguistic terms. In this sense, the HFLTS
(hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set, Rodríguez et al., 2012)
1.3. Personalized quantifiers
was proposed to enable decision-makers to measure the
In general, decision-makers are inevitably influenced by
performance of an object under each criterion in sevtheir personal attitudes when making decisions. Different
eral linguistic terms. Liao et al. (2015) put forward the
decision attitudes may produce different decision-making
mathematical expression of HFLTSs, in which the linresults. To capture a decision-maker’s attitude, Guo (2014)
guistic terms are considered to be continuous and each
put forward the personalized quantifier based on the idea
linguistic term has the same weight in a hesitant fuzzy
of the OWA operator, and adopted different interpolation
linguistic element. To emphasize that the linguistic terms
functions to generate individual quantifiers. Guo (2014)
may have different relative importance in the consciousfirst used the piecewise linear interpolation function to
ness of decision-makers, Pang et al. (2016) further introgenerate individual quantifiers, but the fitting function
duced the PLTS which can be mathematically expressed as
image is rigid (Guo, 2014). Then, Guo (2016) used the
T
(t ) ≥ 0; t 1, 2, , T ;
=
L( p) sα(t ) ( p(t ) ) | sα(t ) ∈ S; p=
∑ t =1 p(t ) ≤ 1 ,
Bernstein polynomials to depict personalized quantifiers,
where T denotes the number of linguistic terms in L( p) ,
but the accuracy of the fitting function at the connection
and sα(t ) ( p(t ) ) denotes the t-th linguistic term sα(t ) associpoint decreased. Subsequently, Guo and Xu (2018) inteated with the probability p(t ) .
grated the Bernstein polynomials with the interpolation
The comparison of PLTSs can be made by Eq. (3),
spline to produce personalized quantifiers, but the image
where
α(t ) is the subscript of sα(t ) and p*(t ) is the probof the fitting function fluctuated greatly. To further bridge
T
ability related to sα(t ) and normalized by p(t ) / ∑ t =1 p(t ) .
these gaps, Wen et al. (2021) proposed the personalized
Lin et al. (2020) introduced the distance measure between
quantifier with cubic spline interpolation. The personalPLTSs L1 ( p) and L2 ( p) based on the classical Euclidean
ized quantifier fitted by the cubic spline interpolation has
distance
measure, as shown in Eq. (4), where p1*(t ) − p2*(t )
both the acceptable accuracy of the function value at the
denotes the difference of the normalized probabilities of
connection point and the smoothness of the function imthe same linguistic terms in L1 ( p) and L2 ( p).
age. It can be described as follows:

{

}
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∑ t =1α(t ) p*(t ) ;
=
D(L1 ( p), L2 ( p))

(3)
T

α(t )

∑ t =1[ 2τ

( p1*(t ) − p2*(t ) )]2 .

(4)

2. A personalized quantifier-based MACONT
method for multi-criteria decision making
In this section, we propose an MCDM method based on
the combination of the PLTS, personalized quantifier with
cubic spline interpolation and the enhanced MACONT
method. Section 2.1 introduces a distance measure of
PLTSs. Section 2.2 describes the procedure of the proposed MCDM method in detail.

2.1. Distance measure between probabilistic
linguistic term sets
Various distance measures have been proposed to measure the distance between PLTSs (Zhang et al., 2016; Bai
et al., 2017; Wu & Liao, 2018; Lin et al., 2019). These
measures can be divided into two categories, depending
on whether to add linguistic terms to the given PLTSs or
not. For the first kind of measures which add linguistic
terms to PLTSs, there are two questions: which linguistic
terms should be selected to supplement a PLTSs; how to
assign the probability of the added linguistic terms. Different schemes to these two questions may result in different
distance values between PLTSs. To avoid these issues, we
focus on the other kind of distance measures which do not
require to add linguistic terms to PLTSs. Eq. (4) is one of
the second kind of methods.
However, when we use Eq. (4) to measure the distance between PLTSs, there may be some limitations. For three normalized PLTSs L*1 ( p) = {s5 (1)} , L*2 ( p) = {s5 (0.444), s6 (0.556)}
and L*3 ( p) = {s3 (0.139), s4 (0.267), s5 (0.455), s6 (0.139)}. By
Eq. (3), we have L*3 ( p) < L*1 ( p) < L*2 ( p) , from which we can
deduce D(L*1 ( p), L*3 ( p)) < D(L*2 ( p), L*3 ( p)). Nevertheless, by
Eq. (4), D(L*1 ( p), L*3 ( p)) = 0.512 , D(L*2 ( p), L*3 ( p)) = 0.459 .
It follows D(L*1 ( p), L*3 ( p)) > D(L*2 ( p), L*3 ( p)) , which is not
reasonable.
Inspired by the expectation value function of PLTSs
(Wu & Liao, 2019), we propose a distance measure between PLTSs as:
D(L1 ( p), L2 ( p)) =
(t )
(t )
T α1
T α
(
p1*(t ) )2 − ( t 1 2
=t 1 =
2τ
2τ

∑

∑

p2*(t ) )2 .

(5)

By Eq. (5), the distance between the PLTSs in the
above example can be measured as D(L1*(p), L3*(p)) = 0.329
D(L2*(p), L3*(p)) = 0.521. Thus, D(L1*(p), L3*(p)) < D(L2*(p),
L3*(p)). Compared with the distance measure given in Eq. (4),
Eq. (5) is more reasonable.

usually has two forms: qualitative and quantitative. Assuming that the qualitative information is represented by
PLTSs and the quantitative information is represented by
crisp values, a decision matrix containing qualitative and
quantitative evaluation information provided by a decision-maker can be established as:
 L11 ( p)

 L21 ( p)
 

 Li1 ( p)

 
 Lm1 ( p)


v12  L1j ( p)  v1n 

v22  L2j ( p)  v2n 
 

  
,
vi 2  Lij ( p)  vin 

 

  
vm2  Lmj ( p)  vmn 

where Lij ( p) and vij respectively represent the probabilistic linguistic or crisp evaluation information of the i-th
alternative under the j-th criterion.
After the decision matrix is established, we can compare the performance of each alternative with the subjective expectation performance provided by the decisionmaker with respect to each criterion. The performance
of each alternative under benefit criteria is arranged in
descending order, while the performance of each alternative under cost criteria is arranged in ascending order.
Measure the distance between the performance of each
alternative and the subjective expectation performance
under each criterion. The subjective expectation information under each criterion is supposed to be represented in
the same form as those of the alternatives. The distances
between PTLSs can be calculated by Eq. (5) and the distance between crisp values vij1 and vij2 are calculated by
Eq. (6). These distance values are normalized by the linear
sum-based normalization technique, as shown in Eq. (7).
D(vij1 , vij2=
) vij1 − vij2 ;

(6)

D(L ( p), L ( p)) / m D(L ( p), L ( p))
∑ i =1 ij
ij
j
j

Gij = 
,
(7)
m
D(vij , v j ) / ∑ i =1 D(vij , v j )
where Lj(p) and vj are subjective expectation values of the
decision-maker in PLTS and crisp value, respectively.
The attitudinal weight of each alternative can be deduced
and the personalized quantifier associated with the decisionmaker can be generated based on Eq. (3). Subsequently,
based on the generated personalized quantifier and Eq. (4),
the position weights of criteria can be derived, which are
related to the decision attitude of the decision-maker.
Next, we determine the average performance of alternatives under each criterion. The average performance of PLTSs
and crisp values can be determined by Eqs (8) and (9).

m *(α )


p
∑
 (t )
i =1 i
(t ) ∈ S; p(t ) ≥ 0; t 1, 2, , T ;
)|
=
=
Lij ( p) sα ( 2 τ
s

α
m *(α )
pi


∑
∑
i
=
α
0
=
1
2.2. An MCDM model based on the personalized

(8)

quantifier and MACONT method

For an MCDM problem with m alternatives and n criteria, the evaluation information of alternatives over criteria

m

vij = ∑ i =1vij / n .

(9)
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the parameter λ ( λ ∈[0,1] ) coordinates the proportion of
Put these average performances together as a reference
the
two performances in the mind of the decision-maker.
alternative, and compare the performance of each alternaIn
the
original MACONT method (Wen et al., 2020), the
tive under each criterion with that of the reference alternaindividual
performance of alternatives is calculated by
tive. The performances of alternatives not less than that of
n
n
w
w
−
H ij ) j / ∏ j 1(H ij+ ) j . This aggregation operathe reference alternative is retained in the decision matrix
∏ j 1(=
=
(the performances of other alternatives are set to zero).
tor in the original MACONT method considers that the
Then, the distances between the performances of these alalternative with more positive distance or less negative
ternatives and the reference alternative under each criterion
distance has a higher score, but ignores the influence of
are measured by Eqs (5) and (6), so as to obtain the positive
distance values on alternative performances. Generally, the
distance matrix. In the same way, the distance between the
alternative with a larger positive distance value or a smaller
performance of the reference alternative and those of the
negative distance value has a better performance, but the
eliminated alternatives under each criterion are measured
aggregation operator in the original MACONT method
to obtain the negative distance matrix. Normalize the posicauses that the alternative with a larger positive distance
tive distance matrix and negative distance matrix by the linor a smaller negative distance to perform better, which is
ear sum-based normalization technique (i.e., Eq. (7)). The
unreasonable. Therefore, we improve this aggregation oppositive distance value H ij+ of each alternative under all
n
n
w
w
+ H ij+ ) j / ∏ j 1(1 + H ij− ) j − 1 , which
erator by ∏ j 1(1
criterion in the positive distance matrix are ranked from
=
=
not only satisfies the property that the better performance
large to small, while the negative distance value H ij− of each
of an alternative has more positive distance or less negaalternative under all criteria are ranked from small to large.
tive distance, but also satisfies the property that the better
Combined with the position weights of criteria, two
performance of an alternative has a large positive distance
subordinate comprehensive scores of each alternative can
value or a small negative distance value.
be calculated by Eqs (10) and (11).
CSi2 represents the combination of the best perforn
n
+ −
−
w
H
w
H
∑
∑
j
ij
j
ij
mance and the worst performance of each alternative,
=j 1 =j 1
CSi1 =
λ
+
and m ( µ ∈[0,1] ) is a coordination parameter of the two
m
n
n
∑ i 1(=
∑ j 1w j Hij+ −=
∑ j 1w j Hij− )2
performances. Eventually, we integrate CSi1 and CSi2 by
=
Eq. (12) to obtain the final comprehensive score of each
n
n
w
w
+ H ij+ ) j / ∏ j 1(1 + H ij− ) j − 1
∏ j 1(1=
=
alternative. The alternatives are ranked in the descending
(1 − λ)
;
order of these scores, and the alternative with the highest
n
n
m
wj
wj
+
−
2
+ H ij ) / ∏ j 1(1 + H ij ) − 1)
∑ i =1(∏ j 1(1=
=
score is the optimal one.
1 1 1
m
(10)
=
CSi
CSi + (CSi2 / ∑ i =1CSi2 ) .
(12)
2
+
−
2
2
CSi = µ max(w j H ij ) − (1 − µ)max(w j H ij ) ,
(11)
j
j
The flow chart of the proposed personalized quantifierbased MACONT method is shown in Figure 1, and the
CSi1 represents the combination of comprehensive peralgorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
formance and individual performance of alternatives, and
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Figure 1. The flow chart of the personalized quantifier-based MACONT method
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Algorithm 1. (The personalized quantifier-based MACONT method)
Input: The evaluation information of alternatives and subjective expectation information of criteria.
Output: The position weights of criteria and the ranking of alternatives.
Step 1. Arrange the performances of alternatives in descending order under each criterion, and measure the distances between the
performance of alternatives under each criterion and the subjective expectation performance by Eqs (5) and (6).
Step 2. Calculate the attitudinal weights of alternatives and generate the personalized quantifiers with cubic spline interpolation based on Eq. (1).
Step 3. Derive the position weights of criteria based on Eq. (2).
Step 4. Set the average performance of each alternative as the reference alternative based on Eqs (8) and (9), and measure the distances
between alternatives and the reference alternative.
Step 5. Combining with the position weights of criteria, we aggregate the distance values by Eqs (10) and (11), and obtain the final
comprehensive score of each alternative by Eq. (12).
Step 6. Rank the alternatives according to the final comprehensive scores in descending order.

3. Case study: evaluation and selection of pension
service institutions
According to the data released by China’s National Bureau
of Statistics, by the end of 2019, China had 254 million
people aged 60 and above, accounting for 18.1% of the total
population4. For Chengdu city (Sichuan, China), the number of elderly people aged 60 and above is 3.1604 million,
accounting for 21.07% of the registered population, and
the degree of aging is far higher than the national average5.
From the above data, it is not difficult to see that Chengdu
has a large number of pension demand, which means that
there are a large number of pension service demanders in
Chengdu facing the choice of pension service institutions.
Suppose that there is a pension service demander in
Chengdu who wants to choose a pension service institution.
From the 84 existing pension service institutions in Chengdu, he/she selected 6 pension service institutions, PI1, PI2,
PI3, PI4, PI5, PI6, with relatively good reputation as candidates. There are three rules for these alternative institutions
to be selected: a. their relevant information is easy to obtain
on the network; b. the minimum cost that the demander
needs to pay is relatively low; c. the living environment
 4000

12000
2030

 40%
 s (0.8)
}
{ 5
{s (0.3), s (0.6)}
5
 4
{s2 (0.4), s3 (0.5)}

{s3 (1)}
 s (0.8)
}
{ 6
{s (0.3), s (0.5)}
5
 4
{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.5)}

{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.7)}
 s (0.3), s (0.5)
}
6
{ 5
{s (0.8)}
 6

4000
6000
12000
70%

{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.5)}
{s6 (1)}
{s5 (0.8)}
{s3 (0.6), s4 (0.2)}
{s1(0.3), s2 (0.3), s3 (0.4)}
{s3 (1)}
{s3 (0.4), s4 (0.4)}
{s5 (0.7)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.4)}
{s5 (0.3), s6 (0.5)}

3000
6000
16000
55%

{s3 (0.3), s4 (0.6)}
{s4 (0.5), s5 (0.5)}
{s5 (0.7), s6 (0.3)}
{s5 (0.9)}
{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.3)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}
{s4 (0.3), s5 (0.4), s6 (0.2)}
{s4 (0.7)}
{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.3)}
{s4 (0.5), s5 (0.5)}

4

http://www.199it.com/archives/1068230.html

5

http://www.360doc.com/content/20/1104/15/41569365_944071108.
shtml

is relatively good. Among these pension service institutions, PI1, PI4 and PI5 are located in suburban areas with
beautiful environment; PI2, PI3 and PI6 are located in the
main urban area with convenient transportation. According to the analysis of the relevant literature in Section 2.1,
14 criteria are identified from the five dimensions of cost,
environment, facilities and equipment, service and operation management to evaluate these six institutions, which
are listed in Table 1. Among these criteria, C1, C2, C3 and
C4 are quantitative criteria; C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11,
C12, C13 and C14 are qualitative criteria. Except that C1
and C2 are cost criteria, the other 12 criteria are benefit
criteria. Based on the linguistic term set {s0 : very good,
s1 : good, s2 : slightly good, s3 : medium, s4 : slightly poor,
s5 : poor, s6 : very poor}, the subjective expectation information of alternatives under each criterion given by the
pension service demander is:
[3000 7000 8000 50% {s5(0.5), s6(0.5)} {s5(0.4), s6(0.6)}
{s5(0.8), s6(0.2)} {s4(0.3), s5(0.5)} {s6(0.8)} {s3(0.3), s4(0.7)}
{s4(0.9), s5(0.1)} {s4(0.7), s5(0.3)} {s5(0.4), s6(0.4)} {s5(1)}].
According to the evaluation information of these six
pension service institutions under fourteen criteria provided by the demander, the decision matrix is formed as:
4000
8000
4200
30%

{s6 (0.7)}
{s1(0.2), s2 (0.4), s3 (0.2)}
{s3 (1)}
{s3 (0.5), s4 (0.3), s5 (0.2)}
{s3 (0.2), s4 (0.6)}
{s4 (0.7)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}
{s4 (0.5), s5 (0.5)}
{s3 (0.8)}
{s5 (0.3), s6 (0.7)}

4000
10000
8500
10%

{s6 (0.8)}
{s2 (0.3), s3 (0.6)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}
{s6 (1)}
{s5 (0.7), s6 (0.3)}
{s5 (0.4), s6 (0.4)}
{s3 (0.2), s4 (0.6)}
{s5 (1)}
{s3 (0.6), s4 (0.2)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.5)}








s
(0.5),
s
(0.3)
{4
}
5


{s3 (0.3), s4 (0.7)}


{s3 (0.5), s4 (0.4)}

{s2 (0.4), s3 (0.5)}


{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}


{s3 (0.6), s4 (0.2)}


{s3 (1)}

{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.5)}


(0.9)
s
{3 }

{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.4), s6 (0.2)}
3000
8000
6500
35%
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Arrange each row of the decision matrix by comparing
the performance of each institution under each criterion with
the subjective expectation performance (the rows associated
3000

6000
16000

70%
 s (0.8)
}
{ 6
{s (1)}
 6
{s5 (0.7), s6 (0.3)}

{s6 (1)}
 s (0.8)
}
{ 6
{s (0.4), s (0.4)}
6
 5
{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.5)}

{s5 (0.5), s6 (0.5)}
 s (0.3), s (0.5)
}
6
{ 5
{s (0.8)}
 6
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with the cost criterion are arranged in ascending order, while
the rows associated with the benefit criterion are arranged in
descending order). The arranged decision matrix is as follows:





12000
8500
6500
4200
2030

55%
40%
35%
30%
10%
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{s2 (0.3), s3 (0.6)} {s1(0.2), s2 (0.4), s3 (0.2)}

{s5 (0.8)}
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{s3 (0.5), s4 (0.4)}
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s
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} {3
}
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4
5
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3
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{s5 (0.7), s6 (0.3)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}
{s3 (0.2), s4 (0.6)} {s1(0.3), s2 (0.3), s3 (0.4)}

{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}
{s4 (0.3), s5 (0.5)}
{s4 (0.7)}
{s3 (0.6), s4 (0.2)} {s3 (1)}


{s4 (0.3), s5 (0.4), s6 (0.2)} {s4 (0.2), s5 (0.8)}
{s3 (0.2), s4 (0.6)}
{s3 (0.4), s4 (0.4)} {s3 (1)}

{s5 (1)}
{s5 (0.7)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.7)}
{s4 (0.5), s5 (0.5)} {s4 (0.7)}
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(0.3)
(0.2),
(0.4)
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(0.9)
(0.8)
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{5
}
{4
}
{3
}
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{s5 (0.3), s6 (0.7)}
{s5 (0.3), s6 (0.5)}
{s4 (0.2), s5 (0.4), s6 (0.2)} {s4 (0.2), s5 (0.5)} {s4 (0.5), s5 (0.5)}

3000
6000

4000
8000

4000
8000

4000
10000

4000
12000

Table 1. The evaluation criteria for pension service institutions
Dimension
Cost

Evaluation criteria
Minimum cost (C1)
Maximum cost (C2)

Environment

Floorage (C3)
Green coverage rate
(C4)
Room environment
(C5)
Surrounding
environment (C6)

Facilities and
equipment

Living space (C7)
Living facilities (C8)
Medical care housing
(C9)

Service

Operation
management

Description
The minimum monthly fee for the elderly in the
pension service institution
The maximum monthly fee for the elderly in the
pension service institution
The total horizontal area of each floor of various
buildings in the pension service institution
The ratio of the green area to the floor area of the
pension service institution
Including indoor layout, indoor lighting and
indoor noise
Including beautiful environment, convenient
transportation and public information graphic
identification
Including residential space, activity space, and
parking area
Diversity and completeness of indoor and outdoor
facilities
Including medical care space, rehabilitation space
and psychological counseling space

Including life care services, catering services,
medical care services, cultural and entertainment
services, rehabilitation services, cleaning services,
washing services, spiritual support services,
hospice services, commissioned services, education
services, and home-based services
Service level (C11)
The level of quality of various services provided
by the institution, involving the supply capacity
and response speed of service personnel to various
service demands
Service management
The management of service personnel and service
(C12)
items and the construction of service process
Security management The security level of the institution and its
response to the emergencies of the elderly
(C13)
Personnel management Staff stability, professionalism, quality level and
service attitude
(C14)
Diversity of services
(C10)

Source
–
–
Wang, 2020; Shao et al., 2020, 2021
Xu and Zhou, 2019
Xu and Zhou, 2019
Xu and Zhou, 2019; Juan et al., 2021
Kane and Kane, 1988; Shao et al.,
2020, 2021
Kane and Kane, 1988; Xu and Zhou,
2019; Wang, 2020; Liang and Wang,
2020; Shao et al., 2020, 2021
Kane and Kane, 1988; Zhao and
Fang, 2016; Xu and Zhou, 2019;
Wang, 2020; Juan et al., 2021
Zhao and Fang, 2016; Xu and Zhou,
2019; Liang and Wang, 2020; Shao
et al., 2020, 2021

Xu and Zhou, 2019; Ji et al., 2020;
Wang, 2020; Liang and Wang, 2020;
Shao et al., 2020, 2021
Liang and Wang, 2020; Shao et al.,
2020, 2021
Kane and Kane, 1988; Liang and
Wang, 2020; Shao et al., 2020, 2021
Wang, 2020; Liang and Wang, 2020;
Shao et al., 2020, 2021
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Measure the distances between the performance of
the institutions against each criterion and the subjective
expectation performance by Eqs (5) and (6). A distance
matrix is established as:
0
1000 1000 1000 1000 
0


1000 1000 1000 1000 3000 5000 
8000 4000 500 1500 3800 5970 


10% 15% 20% 40% 
20% 5%
0.400 0.400 0.000 0.382 0.556 0.683 


0.359 0.516 0.556 0.701 0.821 0.872 
0.238 0.171 0.333 0.649 0.708 0.755 

.
0.787 0.561 0.000 0.295 0.361 0.446 


0.600 0.000 0.403 0.375 0.499 0.719 
0.678 0.510 0.463 0.253 0.295 0.361 


0.611 0.444 0.416 0.276 0.356 0.466 
0.572 0.425 0.425 0.347 0.221 0.263 


0.584 0.515 0.259 0.494 0.536 0.536 


0.553 0.456 0.429 0.000 0.278 0.363 
After normalizing these distance values by Eq. (7),
the attitudinal weight vector related to alternatives can be
deduced as (0.105, 0.213, 0.244, 0.221, 0.139, 0.079)T . The
personalized quantifier with cubic spline interpolation associated with the demander can be generated as:

2.555x 3 + 0.559x , 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.167

−2.407x 3 + 2.481x 2 + 0.506x − 0.037, 0.167 ≤ x ≤ 0.333

3
2
−0.320 x + 0.394 x + 1.305x − 0.149, 0.333 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 .
Q( x ) = 
3
2
 −1.498 x + 2.161x + 0.344 x + 0.037, 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.667
 0.647 x 3 − 2.128 x 2 + 2.930 x − 0.416, 0.667 ≤ x ≤ 0.833

 1.023x 3 − 3.068 x 2 + 3.514 x − 0.467, 0.833 ≤ x ≤ 1


Based on the generated personalized quantifier and
Eq. (4), the position weights of fourteen criteria can be
derived as (0.041, 0.046, 0.075, 0.092, 0.099, 0.104, 0.105,
0.098, 0.093, 0.074, 0.059, 0.048, 0.035, 0.031).
Subsequently, calculate the average performance of the
institutions over each criterion to the reference institution
by Eqs (8) and (9) as:
[3666.667 8333.333 8205 40% {s3(0.055), s4(0.215),
s5(0.313), s6(0.417)} {s 1(0.042), s2(0.139), s3(0.203),
s4(0.255), s5(0.194), s6(0.167)} {s 2(0.074), s3(0.352),
s4(0.107), s5(0.417), s6(0.050)} {s2(0.074),
s3(0.467), s4(0.092), s5(0.200), s6(0.167)} {s 1(0.050),
s2(0.050), s3(0.109), s4(0.158), s5(0.354), s6(0.279)}
{s3(0.292), s4(0.304), s5(0.321), s6(0.083)} {s3(0.292),
s4(0.297), s5(0.291), s6(0.120)} {s4(0.287), s5(0.630),
s6(0.083)} {s3(0.458), s4(0.097), s5(0.278), s6(0.167)}
{s4(0.173), s5(0.398), s6(0.429)}]T.
Compare the performances of institutions with that of
the reference institution under each criterion, and measure the distances between the institutions and the reference institution. The positive distance matrix and negative
distance matrix are formed as:

0

0
0

0
0

0.262
0

0

0.339
0.248

0.428
0

0.406
0.407


0
0.438
0.319
0.667
0.247
0.423
0.329
0
0
0
0
0.256
0.228
0.282

0.500
0.438
0.656
0.333
0
0.238
0.376
0.413
0.257
0.298
0.297
0
0.366
0

0
0.063
0
0
0.376
0
0
0
0
0
0.275
0
0
0.310

0
0
0.025
0
0.376
0
0.295
0.587
0.245
0.454
0
0.256
0
0

0.500 

0.063 

0

0


0

0.077 

0
,

0

0.159 

0

0

0.488 

0


0


0.250 0.250 0
0.250 0.250 0



0
0
0.313 0
0.688 0

0.520 0
0
0.337 0
0.143 


0
0
0.222 0.667 0.111 
0
0.133 0
0.499 0
0
0.368 


0
0
0.553 0.447 0
0

0.409 0
0
0.344 0
0.248 

.
0.298 0.249 0
0.092 0
0.361 


0.626 0
0.374 0
0
0

0
0.428 0
0.185 0
0.387 


0.325 0
0
0.269 0.407 
0
0.089 0

0.560 0.351 0
0


0
0
0.345 0.310 0.345 
0
0
0
0.408 0
0.349 0.243 

Arrange each column of the positive distance matrix in
descending order, and arrange each column of the negative distance matrix in ascending order. Based on the derived position weights of criteria and Eqs (10) and (11),
the distance values of each institution which are superior
or inferior to the reference institution are aggregated to
obtain two subordinate comprehensive scores of each institution. Next, integrate the two subordinate comprehensive scores to gain the final comprehensive score of each
institution. For the sake of generality, the values of the two
coordination parameters l and m are both set as 0.5. The
results of these calculations are displayed in Table 2. On
the basis of the final comprehensive scores, the ranking
of these institutions is PI 3  PI 2  PI 5  PI1  PI 6  PI 4 ,
and the most suitable pension service institution is PI 3 .
Table 2. The comprehensive scores and ranks of the institutions

PI1

PI2

CSi1

CSi2

CSi

Ranks

0.088

–0.002

–0.076

4

0.445

0.004

0.409

2
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End of Table 2

CSi1
PI3

PI4
PI5
PI6

CSi2

CSi

Ranks

0.758

0.003

0.550

1

–0.386

–0.008

–0.595

6

0.024

0.000

–0.003

3

–0.263

–0.002

–0.228

5

4. Sensitive analysis and comparative analysis
Based on the data in the case study, we further explore the
influence of the changes of two coordination parameters
in the proposed MCDM method on the decision results.
Moreover, the effectiveness of the proposed personalized
quantifier-based MACONT method is verified by comparing it with the original MACONT method (Wen et al.,
2020) and the EDAS (evaluation based on distance from
average solution) method (Keshavarz Ghorabaee et al.,
2015; Turskis et al., 2017).
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When l = 1 and m = 0, the final comprehensive scores
of these institutions are (–0.173, –0.093, –0.041, –0.335,
–0.205, –0.254), and the corresponding ranking is
PI 3  PI 2  PI1  PI5  PI6  PI 4 . It is obvious that the
change of the values of the two parameters makes the
score of each institution change, and makes the ranks of
the institutions PI1 and PI5 change. This reflects that the
improved MACONT method can mobilize the subjective
initiative of the decision-maker, such that the decisionmaking results may change with the preference value given by the decision-maker according to specific situation,
which highlights the flexibility of the improved MACONT
method in practical applications.

4.2. Comparative analysis
4.2.1. Comparison with the original MACONT
method

In the original MACONT method (Wen et al., 2020), the
individual performances of alternatives are calculated by
n
n
w
w
H ij− ) j / ∏ j 1(H ij+ ) j . According to this operator,
∏ j 1(=
=
we can get the individual performance of each institu4.1. Sensitive analysis
tion as (0.856, 1.810, 2.292, 0.550, 1.500, 0.781). From the
The values of the coordination parameters l and m in the
negative distance matrix obtained from the case study, we
two aggregation operators (Eqs (10) and (11)) are identican see that the number of negative distance values befied according to the preference of the decision-maker. In
tween institutions PI1, PI5 and the reference institution is
Section 3, both coordination parameters are taken as 0.5.
the same, but most of the negative distance values of the
Different values of these two parameters would result in
institution PI1 are less than that of the institution PI5. That
different scores, and thus may produce different ranking
is to say, the individual performance of the institution PI1
results. In this section, we take the two parameters as any
should be better than that of the institution PI5. However,
one of the value set {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
the individual performance of the institution PI1 calculat0.9, 1}. The final comprehensive scores of institutions are
ed by the original MACONT method is worse than that of
shown in Figure 2.
the institution PI5 (0.856 < 1.500), which is unreasonable.
From Figure 2, we can find that, under the condition
In contrast, the individual performance of each instiof two parameter values changing, the final comprehentution calculated by the improved MACONT method is
sive score of each institution has change, but the ranking
(0.028, 0.145, 0.251, –0.118, 0.008, –0.082). The individual
of these institutions does not change. When l = 0 and
performance of the institution PI1 is better than that of the
m = 1, the final comprehensive scores of these institutions
institution PI5 (0.028 > 0.008), which improves the rationare (0.174, 0.321, 0.371, 0.082, 0.223, 0.146), and the corality of the aggregation results.
responding ranking is PI 3  PI 2  PI 5  PI1  PI 6  PI 4 .
4.2.2. Comparison with the EDAS method
Since both the EDAS (Keshavarz Ghorabaee et al., 2015;
Turskis et al., 2017) method and MACONT method derive the final alternative ranking based on the positive and
negative distances between the performances of alternatives and the average performance, we combine the personalized quantifier Q(x) with the EDAS method to verify
the rationality of the proposed model.
The expectation value function E(L ij (p)) =
(t )
T α
E(Lij ( p)) = ∑ t =1
p1*(t ) (Wu & Liao, 2019) is used here to convert
2τ
the PLTSs of the average performances of institutions into
crisp values. Based on the quotient of each element in the
positive and negative distance matrices and the average
performance values of the institutions under each criterion, the positive and negative distances from the averFigure 2. The final comprehensive score of each institution
under the condition of two parameter values changing
age performance values of the institutions can be gained.
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Table 3. The calculation results and ranking of institutions derived by the EDAS method

PI1
PI2
PI3
PI4
PI5
PI6

PSi

NSi

NPSi

NNSi

ASi

Ranks

0.313

0.133

0.581

0.489

0.535

3

0.373

0.113

0.693

0.565

0.629

2

0.539

0.066

1.000

0.748

0.874

1

0.085

0.259

0.158

0.007

0.083

5

0.297

0.162

0.551

0.378

0.464

4

0.080

0.261

0.148

0.000

0.074

6

Then, combined with the position weights of criteria deduced by the personalized quantifier Q(x), the distances
of each institution in the two matrices are respectively
integrated by the OWA operator. The positive and negative aggregation scores, represented as PSi and NSi, are
then normalized by PSi / max PSi and 1 − NSi / max NSi ,
i
i
respectively. The appraisal scores
of the institutions,
ASi,
can be determined by the average value between the two
normalized aggregation scores. The calculation and ranking results are shown in Table 3.
From Table 3, we can find that the optimal pension
service institution determined by the EDAS method is
also PI3, but the rankings of those institutions obtained
by the EDAS and the improved MACONT methods are
different. Both methods set up an average solution as a
reference, but these two methods are different in specific
operations. The MACONT method is based on the distances between the performances of institutions and the
average performances of institutions, and the form of performances is not necessarily crisp values. By contrast, the
EDAS method is based on the quotient of distances and
average performance values, and thus it needs to transform the average performances of institutions into crisp
values, resulting in possible information loss. In addition,
the EDAS method only uses a single aggregation operator to aggregate the distances between the performances
of institutions and the average performances of institutions, while the improved MACONT method uses multiple aggregation operators. In this sense, the improved
MACONT method makes the final result more comprehensive and reliable than that of the EDAS method.
The above sensitivity analysis and comparative analysis illustrate the flexibility and reliability of the improved
MACONT method. It also implies that the personalized
quantifiers can be used as a method to derive the position
weights of criteria, and combined with the MCDM methods to determine the ranking of institutions associated
with the attitude of pension service demanders.

Conclusions
This study mainly presented a personalized quantifierbased MACONT method to solve the MCDM problem of
selecting pension service institutions. In the determination of evaluation criteria of pension service institutions,
key evaluation criteria were identified based on the analy-

sis of the relevant literature, which provides reference for
the pension service demanders in selecting the pension
service institutions. Furthermore, the identified evaluation criteria not only provide reference for the factors
that real estate enterprises need to pay attention to in the
investment and construction of pension service construction projects, but also provide reference for the relevant
property enterprises to consider which key factors to
improve the quality of pension service and improve the
level of property management. In the proposed personalized quantifier-based MACONT method, crisp values and
PLTSs were adopted to respectively express the evaluation
information of quantitative and qualitative criteria. The
improved MACONT method was combined with personalized quantifiers determined by cubic spline interpolation. To verify the feasibility of the proposed model, we
provided a case study on the evaluation and selection of
pension service institutions. The advantages of the proposed method were emphasized by sensitivity analysis and
comparative analysis. The proposed method was verified
to be effective and reliable in dealing with heterogeneous
evaluation information. The improved MACONT method
is flexible and reliable, and the personalized quantifiers can
be combined with MCDM methods to obtain an optimal
solution associated with the attitude of decision-makers.
Pension service demanders can add or delete evaluation
criteria from the set of criteria given in the case study according to their own needs.
Actually, qualitative and quantitative evaluation information can also be diversified, such as interval values,
interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy values (Gorzalczany,
1987), and grey numbers (Li et al., 2007). The proposed
model only adopted crisp values and PLTSs as representations to respectively express qualitative and quantitative
evaluation information. It provided ideas for the processing of diversified information expression forms. In the
future, we will study the processing of diversified evaluation information and further explore the applications of
personalized quantifiers. Additionally, due to the sharp
increase of the elderly population, the mismatch between
the existing facilities and the demand for the elderly leads
to insufficient supply, as well as the strong support of the
government, the real estate for the elderly has become a
hot topic. It is a research direction to further improve and
apply the proposed method to the risk assessment and selection of pension real estate projects.
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